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Abstract 

A set of algorithms and procedures of a crystal loop centering during X-ray high-throughput protein crystallography experiment 
has been designed and developed. A simple algorithm of the crystal loop detection and preliminary recognition has been designed 
and developed. The crystal loop detection algorithm is based on finding out the crystal loop ending point (opposite to the crystal 
loop pin) using image cross section (digital image column) profile analysis. The crystal loop preliminary recognition procedure is 
based on finding out the crystal loop sizes and position using image cross section profile analysis. The crystal loop fine 
recognition procedure based on Hooke-Jeeves pattern search method with an ellipse as a fitting pattern has been designed and 
developed. The procedure of restoring missing coordinate of the crystal loop is described. Based on developed algorithms and 
procedures the optimal auto-centering procedure has been designed and developed. A procedure of optimal manual crystal 
centering (Two Clicks Procedure) has been designed and developed. Developed procedures have been integrated into control 
software system PCCS installed at crystallography beamlines Photon Factory BL5A and PF-AR NW12, KEK. 
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1. Introduction 

Crystal centering procedure is important part of X-ray protein crystallography experiment. A typical protein 
crystal holder is tiny nylon loop with a size about 50÷500μm. A typical protein crystal size is about 40÷400μm. It 
takes several minutes to center manually protein crystal under investigation after mounting crystal holder onto X-ray 
beam area. In contrast, to center the crystal automatically during the X-ray high-throughput protein crystallography 
experiment becomes not simple procedure. There are several steps of centering the crystal as it was described by 
Karain et al. (2002) and Pauluhn et al. (2011). Steps typically include several consequent detections, recognitions, 
rotations around goniometer axis and shifts along coordinate axes using data analysis of the X-ray beam area optical 
images with different magnification of monitoring optical system. In the case, when the crystal size is about the 
crystal loop size, centering procedure is completed after centering the crystal loop. In the case, the crystal is smaller 
than the crystal loop, crystal centering procedure is started, which is similar to crystal loop centering procedure but 
more complicated and less reliable. 

The step of detection and recognition of the crystal loop and the crystal in the loop is crucial in the centering 
procedure. There are several approaches to solve the problem. One of it, as it was described by Roth et al. (2002) and 
Jain et al. (2007), is image analysis using digital filters to reduce the image noise and to determine image pixel’s 
intensity gradient or standard deviation of the intensity to detect crystal loop, crystal edges and crystal corners. 
Another approach, as it was described by Pauluhn et al. (2011), is calculation of ratio of black and white pixels of 
preliminary converted image onto black and white mode to find the boundaries of the crystal loop. Nevertheless all 
algorithms have some percentage of fault cases of centering and the problem of crystal loop and crystal centering 
still is actual. 

In this report we describe simple algorithm of crystal loop detection and preliminary recognition based on profile 
analysis of optical image cross-section curves. A procedure of crystal loop fine recognition using Hooke-Jeeves 
pattern search method with an ellipse as a fitting pattern has been designed and developed. An optimal manual 
crystal centering procedure (Two Clicks Procedure) is described. 

2. Crystal loop centering 

Schematically the optical image of the X-ray beam area is defined as shown at Fig.1a. The goniometer is on the 
left side of the optical image of X-ray beam area. Goniometer axis Gaxis coincides with axis X of optical image of the 
X-ray beam area and crosses X-ray beam. Coordinate axes X and Y of the X-ray beam area coincides with 
coordinate axes X and Y of the optical image. Coordinate origin of the X-ray beam area coincides with coordinate 
origin of the optical image and is in the center of the optical image. The X-ray beam crosses coordinate origin of the 
optical image. 

Crystal loop centering algorithm is based on finding coordinates (xcp, ycp, zcp) of some centering point of the 
crystal loop. Two coordinates (xcp, ycp) can be obtained using the optical image of the X-ray beam area directly by 
clicking the mouse pointer onto the centering point of the crystal loop (manual centering mode) or automatically 
(auto-centering mode). Unknown centering point coordinate zc can be obtained after solving the geometric task with 
a set of two XY point coordinates before and after rotation the crystal loop by angle α=90° around the axis X using 
right screw along the positive direction of the axis X, as it is described in Korn and Korn (1968): 

, (1) 

where (xcp, ycp, zcp), (xcpr, ycpr, zcpr) – centering point coordinates before and after the crystal loop rotation. Other two 
coordinates (xcpr, ycpr) are obtained in the same manner as coordinates (xcp, ycp) at previous step. The unknown 
coordinate zc is defined from (2): 

,  (2) 
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